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Ramona's job is to be nice to fussy Mrs. Kemp, who watches her while her mother works. If Mrs.

Quimby didn't work, Mr. Quimby couldn't return to college. On top of all that, third grade isn't turning

out as Ramona expected, even though she enjoys her class's new reading program, D.E.A.R.

Danny the Yard Ape teases her, and, on one horrible day, she throws upâ€”at school. Being eight

isn't easy, but it's never dull!
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This book takes the reader through the journey of Ramona Quimby your average girl. Ramona has

just turned 8, which makes her big and is going to a new school. Beatrice her older sister is always

having the upper hand on Ramona. Ramona's father is going back to school and the family is

struggling just to make ends meet. Ramona stays in the afternoons with Howie Kemps grandmother

and Howies little sister Wilma Jean. Wilma Jean is a thorn in Ramona's side. Ramonas mother begs

her to keep the peace and be responsible so Mrs. Quimby can continue working. On Ramonas first

day of school she is faced with Danny a bully who steals her eraser. Ramona gets the best of

Danny and calls him Yard Ape. After this Danny respects her and Ramona kinda has a crush on

him. Ramona is indifferent with her new teacher Ms. Whaley. Throughout the book Ramona is faced

with problems such as being a nuisence to her teacher, "Yard Ape", her sister Beezus and her



mother and fathers tiresome struggle to pay for bills, manage a family and work and go to school. In

the end of the book after a much hard day of frustration the family goes on a limb and goes to

Whopperburger. While there they come across an old man who is interested in the family. Towards

the end of the meal the Quimbys find out that the man has paid for their dinner, because they

remind him of his family and how nice of a family the Quimbys are. This action makes the whole

family realize how special their relationship is and how even though they all may be cross in some

situations that they are in fact one happy family!Ramona Quimby is such a great character. A

teacher could use this book to simply engage students in reading and allow them to connect with

reading and the characters involved.
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